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Are you gluten-free or dairy-free? If so, you might not have to be. After 3. Eat Wheat is
definitely a scientific and clinically-proven method of addressing meals intolerances. Eat Wheat
explains how a breakdown in digestion provides damaged the intestinal wall and leaked
undigested foods and environmental toxins in to the body’s lymphatic system, causing “grain
mind” symptoms and meals allergies. Eat Wheat will: Reveal hidden technology on the
advantages of wheat and dairy Assist you to navigate around food poisons in contemporary
wheat and dairy Retrain the body to digest wheat and dairy again Flush congested
lymphatics linked to food intolerance symptoms Teach you to follow organic digestive
circadian cycles Help bring your blood sugar back into balance Teach you proven workout
and detox ways to re-boot strong digestion and achieve optimal wellbeing and vitality Dr.
John Douillard, a previous NBA nutrition professional and creator of LifeSpa.com, and author of
six health books, addresses the underlying reason behind the gluten-free epidemic.4 million
years of eating wheat and only 500,000 years of hunting meat, humans are in fact genetically
better equipped to eat wheat than meat. Although removing wheat and dairy from your diet
can help your symptoms, it is a a short-term solution. Eat Wheat addresses the primary cause:
the inability to digest well and breakdown harmful pollutants and toxins that may lead to much
more serious health concerns. Backed by a lot more than 600 scientific tests, Eat Wheat is
usually a revolutionary guidebook to regaining your digestive power. This publication is your
guide to safely getting wheat and dairy back into your diet.
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Finally; This reserve also has an excellent summary of how your body processes food.
Regardless of your take on origins, everyone knows that man has been consuming gluten-
containing grains for thousands of years AT LEAST.Toxic bodies and damaged guts are the
principal factors (with many lesser contributors mentioned, as well). I've had digestive issues my
whole life and am always trying to stay prior to the game with the most recent info. But no one
assuming the problem is the wheat was asking WHY we can't digest it! I'm happy i bought the
publication. Douillard, for requesting the right questions -- and finding answers. And
widespread sensitivities to wheat and gluten are pretty new -- as in, decades, not really
centuries." These crops aren't engineered to add Roundup but to TOLERATE it. Douillard
verified, with a lot of research to back up his claims. This is a very well-documented book, with
over 600 references!. I've finished reading the reserve but haven't yet implemented a lot of his
suggestions therefore i can not speak experientially to the validity of his arguments.Dr. Douillard
is an Ayurvedic practitioner, so there are a lot of Ayurvedic principles here. He health
supplements the ancient understanding, though, with contemporary technology that backs up
what the ancients understood. Douillard cites scientific studies to support his claims, and his
theory that it's our gut /digestion that needs to be healed therefore that we are able to
properly digest wholesome entire foods instead of eliminating a lot more foods from our diets
intuitively makes a lot of sense. And even though some of these are radical Changes in lifestyle
for many people, all are gentle for the body.. Douillard's evaluation of wheat and additional
gluten-containing grains as typically a fall-harvested, winter-only food. (And, oddly, wheat is
available on the additional seasonal food lists, aswell.) But I agree, in basic principle, that it
most likely comprised a larger PROPORTION of the wintertime diet compared to the spring or
summer season diets, because it helps to keep well, where fruits and greens usually do not.. I've
browse lots of books, paid attention to talks, watched video clips, etc about why wheat and
dairy and other foods can be bad for you and you should avoid them. Yet, there's an
acknowledgement that many of us have broken digestion and "clogged" detoxification
pathways and these need intentional help to heal. You'll find that here.The book could have
used one more editing pass. It's pretty good overall, but there have been a few places where
it appeared as if maybe things were reworded and the sentences didn't quite get set, so there
are fragments, and a few places the numbers that are said to be superscript hyperlinks to
references are in fact just regular quantities and unlinked. That a few of these are gluten-made
up of grains doesn't demonstrate the value of gluten. This is probably the most inspiring, well-
researched, informational books I've continue reading resetting and stimulating your bodies
innate capability to heal and thrive, particularly in regards to to digestion and
elimination.Basically, whether you can eat wheat or not really, if you're American, just buy and
browse the book. It's really worth it. It outlines the very best and easiest remedies There is so far.
Douillard writes obviously, providing a whole lot of scientific resources and support for his
statements. So that it was with great pleasure that I bought and began to examine Eat Wheat.
I've gotten through the next chapter and cannot read anymore. It's not that I disagree with the
author's concept of improving digestive capability, and I certainly enjoy his understanding that
not everyone can reintroduce wheat (and dairy, BTW) into their diets. The book, so far, is merely
poorly written, poorly organized, and repetitive.For instance: On web page 4 a subtitle states,
"Starting from the Top: What Is Gluten, Anyway?," but then defines it only mainly because
".proteins found in wheat and wheat products. This publication has single-handedly
transformed my look at of diet, nourishment, and the epidemic of food sensitivities, intolerances,
and allergies, that will in turn, modification my acupuncture and diet practice!. phenomenal



content Best health and nutrition publication I've read in a looooong period!.. And I go
through a ton of health-related books and materials, as I'm a licensed health practitioner. Even
without the herbs I felt instant results... But you know very well what makes more feeling to me
now? It is not a "type" of wheat but among the many storage space proteins found in the
wheat kernel.In the next section noting scientific study that touts the advantages of gluten, he
often conflates the study demonstrating health advantages of fiber with those of gluten-
containing grains, which is basically off-topic. No one disputes the health great things about
whole foods fibers. That's a very small quibble, though.There's more---something on nearly every
web page, in fact---and I cannot continue reading it. Flipping through the publication, I just
found another. John for writing Eat Wheat and making this information open to everyone.I
disagree with Dr... I'd suspected this, but Dr. Douillard and LifeSpa has been nothing but
positive, and I've recommended this publication to both my mom and a pal. Better research,
better editing, and someone to guide the writer through the reserve writing process could have
been useful.BTW, the cover says "#1 International Bestseller. This is the book to buy.So, from
excited to disappointed in several short pages, the premise has promise. I've also browse the 3
season diet and participated in one of Dr.Dr. Somebody really should develop this notion to its
fullest potential. Douillard's guided, 2 week, cleanses. I would highly recommend both, but if you
only want to learn one, I would choose this one for its detailed info on digestion. It really works!
I'm a holistic nutritionist, one who dislikes the large gluten-free movement or, rather, who dislikes
the demonizing of an entire meals group (most grains are often included in arguments) based
on the inability of some who can't tolerate it. What I appreciate most is certainly that
furthermore to great background information, he provides many very clear, step by step
suggestions of what to do. a reserve that asks the proper questions This is the book I've been
looking for!Soon after reading this book I did the short, 4 day, unguided version of his cleanse,
though minus the herbs. He Will note that alpha-gliadin is ". I've been through intervals of not
wanting to eat dairy or gluten, and by healing my gut and modifying my overall daily routine
relating to his suggestions, I am now in a position to digest both wheat and dairy once again.
I've gone through a lot in the past two years. It's this kind of sloppiness that I discover
unacceptable, and making me think this publication went to press far too early. Many thanks
Dr. I would recommend reading this book. Don't Be Misled by the Title This book is really about
Ayurvedic ways to restore health to the digestive and lymphatic systems. Almost, but simply no
cigar. I am using most of them, and I think they're helping. His stage about wheat and dairy is
certainly that they're probably the most hard-to-digest foods there are, and only a healthy
digestive system can get the job done. But if you manage to heal your GI tract, that doesn't
mean you must eat wheat and dairy. The writer walks us through the science of what's really
happening (and how we've been misled) in the 1st portion of the book.. there might be good
reasons not to, such as certain genetic makeups (which he doesn't get into). Thank you, many
thanks, thank, Dr. Five Stars I'm anxious to attempt to reintroduce wheat into my diet plan. This
reserve gives me hope! Let go of your dogmatic suggestions about gluten free! I was a little
bit skeptical when I ordered this kindle reserve.As a nutritionist in teaching, I appreciate that a
lot of of these recommendations are fundamental healthy lifestyle recommendations. Plus they
all made sense.the indigestible toxic type of wheat," which it isn't. The fact that avoiding these
foods yet again is just covering up the sign. So the idea that wheat sensitivities happen
because "the human body can't digest wheat" has usually struck me as bad science. I've tried
each and every diet, every product.. Apart from that, I've some minor disagreements, but
nothing that would substantially impact any of the key suggestions. I'm 27 my just how. Raw



foods didn't work, the specific carbohydrate diet didn't function, FODMAPS diet didn't work.
The paleo diet brought some alleviation temporarily but enjoy it says in the reserve it's just
covering up the outward symptoms. It creates so much sense what he's stating and I like his
Ayurvedic background and holistic approach. Eyesight starting and hopeful! I'm so excited to
try the in the home cleanse from the publication. I bought the Colorado cleanse reserve which I
will go through next and try that cleanse as well. This book actually gives me hope once
again! If you struggle with digestive issues, energy, etc. On web page 102 Douillard states,
"Certain GMO crops are considered "Roundup Prepared" meaning they are genetically
engineered to include the weed killer known as Roundup.." He doesn't mention that gluten is a
component of two various other of wheat's proteins, gliadin and glutenin, however on web
page 8 he's talking about gliadin without defining it. Stress has played such a big component
on my health.. Browse this book and to empower and liberate yourself and others! Gut healing
Thank you because of this book. I have read and reread chapters in this publication.My
experience with Dr. I started my very own business and dropped my mother. This book answered
so many questions for me and all the materials is certainly logical and understandable, with a
good balance of research and ancient wisdom. Now I've started the trip to heal my gut. I am
performing better and intend to have a Skype appointment with Dr. Douillard. I need to heal
myself and my gut. I have destroyed my gut for years and I know it will take time and energy to
heal itself. I love the book so very much I offered a copy to a friend to read. Restore Digestion
Excellent roadmap to restoring digestive strength (rather than vilifying the foods we've lost the
opportunity to eat). Ultimately, for me personally I know it isn't just food, it's stress and emotions
that play an enormous role as well. Great information for anybody wanting to improve their
digestion, it's not really just about wheat. Vital for Health insurance and Well-being! Don't
ignore your intolerance! Overall, the formatting is clean, with profuse hyperlinking to create it
an easy task to move about the publication (especially to the many references), and there's
even a pretty thorough index (also hyperlinked)! Whether you buy into the title, I recommend
this book! It provides a solid understanding of why individuals have a hard time digesting
wheat and dairy, the reasons why, and what to do about any of it. Dr. Douillard does not
advocate for the elimination of foods that you are intolerant to, he advocates for stimulating
and resetting your “digestive fire” to improve your capability to correctly digest them and
optimize wellness. He gives apparent explanations of why ignoring your ability to digest wheat
and dairy is usually harmful over time and how they're signs that your digestion is not
functioning appropriately. Simply by eliminating the problematic food(s) you are ignoring the
underlying cause which units you up for future health problems. This book is full of tips, quality
recipes, and exercises for optimizing digestion and well-being. Whether you ever begin to eat
wheat, dairy, or gluten again, this publication is vital for everybody’s health insurance and well-
being! Definitely recommend This is an extremely well written book, and an exceptionally
interesting counter argument to the "don't eat grain" mania. The guidelines are detailed and
specific, therefore anyone can follow them without dilemma or fumbling to find factors out. In
the second section, he enters fixes." It doesn't mention whose bestseller list it's on, and I sure
can't discover in anywhere online. This is the book I should have bought in the beginning of my
search for answers about non celiacs gluten sensitivity. I purchased copies for mom and sister.
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